LEVEL UP
A Guide to the Australian Games Industry

Welcome to the
Australian games industry
Contact us

Australia is a burgeoning centre for the global games-development industry. Australian-made games
are grabbing international headlines, winning awards, and rocketing to the top of global sales charts.

Australian Trade and Investment Commission

This is all due to our creativity. A combination of sharp, local skills and eager professionals from overseas
gives Australia a world-class pipeline of creative talent.

The Australian Trade and Investment Commission (Austrade) accelerates the growth of exporters,
attracts foreign investors and stimulates the visitor economy. Through our network of 1,200 experts
in 67 international offices, we give Australian businesses a competitive edge in the global marketplace.
Connect with us at www.austrade.gov.au.

Australia is home to cutting-edge games studios led by bright, dynamic and multicultural entrepreneurs.
Our digital games industry supports more than 400 businesses with over 200,000 software
developers choosing to call Australia home – 2,000 of which are employed solely in our innovative
games industry.

Our team of digital games specialists are located across the globe. We can help you:

The industry’s growth is further fuelled by the 3,000 game-development and 100,000 IT and creative
arts graduates each year from our renowned education institutions.

• understand and assess the tax offsets available from the Australian Government

• make connections and access the incentives available from sub-national governments

The Australian Government is backing the industry over the long term. The upcoming Digital Games Tax
Offset will provide a 30% refundable tax offset for Australia-based companies to develop games.
This empowers global creatives to scale Australia’s digital industry and export our games to the world.

• connect with key figures in the digital games industry and state government, for advice and insights.

It’s an exciting time to be part of Australia’s games industry, as we level up and get set to explode!

• find the right location and ecosystem for your games studio

Contact us at digitalgames@austrade.gov.au

Senator the Hon Don Farrell, Minister for Trade and Tourism

Interactive Games & Entertainment Association
The Interactive Games & Entertainment Association (IGEA) is the peak industry association representing
the voice of Australian and New Zealand companies in the computer and video games industry. IGEA
supports the business and public policy interests of the games industry, through advocacy, research and
education programs. For more information, visit www.igea.net.
Please direct inquiries to info@igea.net

Australia has a long history of creating successful video games. Our reputation has recently risen to
new levels. This is because our highly creative and technically skilled games sector delivers world-class
products, platforms and technologies to a growing global audience.
Federal and state governments recognise the games sector’s potential to make a valuable contribution
to society and the economy — from education and wellbeing to investment and jobs. State agencies are
increasing funding and support. This will allow local games developers to further expand and cement
their place on the world stage.

Acknowledgement of Country
Austrade and IGEA acknowledges and pays respect to the past, present and future Traditional
Custodians and Elders of this nation and the continuation of cultural, spiritual and educational practices
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

State governments also want to encourage international studios to establish a base in Australia.
This means the future is bright: opportunities abound for those creating games and associated
technologies in Australia.

Ron Curry, CEO, Interactive Games & Entertainment Association (IGEA)

Cover art: Submerged: Hidden Depths by Uppercut Games
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Why Australia?
Australian-made games are rocketing up global sales
charts. Our indie developers are partnering with global
publishers. And our studios are attracting multimillion-dollar
investment. This is all due to one great asset: our creativity.
Our tech-savvy games studios are led by bright, multicultural and friendly entrepreneurs. It’s in our DNA to have
a go, even if it seems like we’re taking on the impossible. This means we create games no-one else can.

Australia’s competitive advantage
We like to think we punch above our weight in global
trade and innovation – and this includes the digital
games industry. Consider our natural advantages:
• Government support, with tax offsets worth up to
45% of development costs
• Deep pools of tech talent, which mean we solve
technical problems in unique ways

• An Asia-Pacific time zone that supports 24-hour
games development cycles
• Business and cultural links to Asia, which makes us
a springboard for regional operations
• A reliable legal system that protects intellectual
property and makes us trusted partners

Amazing technical skills

Australia’s new
tax incentive
The new Digital Games
Tax Offset (DGTO) offers
a refundable tax offset of
30% for eligible games with
more than A$500,000 of
qualifying expenditure.
The DGTO can be combined
with state-based incentives.
This means some projects
may access benefits
worth up to 40%–45% of
development costs.

• …and that great Australian lifestyle, which helps
studios attract global talent.

We want our digital games industry to grow. This
means our federal and state governments are
willing to invest heavily in games development. The
Australian Government’s new Digital Games Tax
Offset (DGTO) offers a refundable tax offset of
30% for eligible games with more than A$500,000
of qualifying expenditure. Other programs provide
funding for games with budgets below A$500,000,
including Screen Australia’s ‘Games Expansion Pack’.
What’s more, the 30% tax offset can be combined
with state-based incentives. This means some
projects will be eligible for incentives worth up to
40%–45% of development costs.

Australia is home to 200,000
software developers with over 2,000
working in Australia’s games industry.
Our universities and technology colleges
graduate more than 3,000 games
development students each year, as
well as 53,000 IT students and 50,000
creative arts students.
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Culturally in Australia, we have a more
relaxed atmosphere, and that helps us
to be more creative.
Sanatana Mishra, Co-founder, Witchbeam (Unpacking)

We welcome talent from all over the world and
the industry is more vibrant than ever. We’ve
become a magnet for investors. Big names in global
gaming have set up shop in Australia, including
Sledgehammer Games, Keyword Studios, Electronic
Arts, Wargaming and Gameloft.
And don’t underestimate the pull of the Australian
way of life. Brilliant young games developers flock
to Australia because they love our culturally diverse
cities, with their vibrant nightlife and relaxed
beachside communities.

Government backing
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Australian games developers are ambitious, and
our success gives us world-class credentials. We
are innovators. We don’t stop until we’ve produced
something great, and over 74% of Australian studios
create their own original IP. We’ve produced hits like
Hollow Knight, Untitled Goose Game, Unpacking and
The Forgotten City.

Friendly developer
communities
Recent government incentives are game-changers
but it is the developer ecosystem that keeps
investors flocking to our shores. We have games
development hubs in New South Wales, Queensland,
South Australia, Victoria and Western Australia.
These ecosystems include:
• scores of established studios and centres of
creative excellence
• entrepreneurs who have a track record of making
globally successful games
• Australian executives returning from overseas
with experience in AAA studios.
Within the space of 15 years, Australia’s digital
games industry has become a global force. Every
hit game has been built on collaboration and
resourcefulness. We celebrate our successes
industry-wide, and this generates more success.
We invite investors and industry execs from around
the world to come and take a look Down Under.
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Our awesome
talent
Technical education
and skills training
Australia’s prowess in digital
games is driven by deep skills
in multiple technologies.
Today, we have a highly
educated, experienced and
fast-growing workforce
that offers the perfect
blend of tech, creative and
commercial skills.

Australian tech
capability
Our skills in technology come from home-grown
innovation in fintech, agtech, medtech and edtech.
This local prowess has created numerous hightech hubs across Australia. It means we have niche,
national expertise in critical technologies, including
blockchain, virtual reality and artificial intelligence.

Australia is home to:
• 733 fintech companies
• 600 edtech companies
• 500 medtech companies
• 400 agtech and
foodtech companies.

Australian entrepreneurs have forged one of the
biggest technology industries in the southern
hemisphere. If it were classified as a single industry,
tech would be the third largest contributor
to Australian GDP – ahead of the health and
construction sectors. The tech sector’s economic
contribution to GDP has increased 79% since 2016–
17 to reach A$167 billion in 2020–21.
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The Interactive Games & Entertainment Association
(IGEA) works with industry and educators. It ensures
the curricula taught in colleges and universities deliver
the skills our industry needs.

The flow of fresh graduate talent is
amazing. The graduates are passionate
and hungry for success. They are looking
for studios to take them on and give
them a chance to shine.
Craig Ritchie, Co-Founder, Drop Bear Bytes (Broken Roads)
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Mighty Kingdom:
Training the next
generation of
developers
Mighty Kingdom is Australia’s largest independent games studio,
and a major recruiter of graduates. The studio’s large-scale graduate
program attracts applicants from across Australia. It gives scores of
graduates their first break in the industry.
The studio wanted to give back to the Australian games industry, so
it partnered with IGEA to develop guidelines for studios interested in
starting their own graduate recruitment programs.
‘The high standard of education in Australia is producing top-quality
graduates,’ says Mighty Kingdom’s Chief Operating Officer Tony
Lawrence. ‘We’ve had graduates who have shown so much talent in
their first three months that we’ve made them the lead on a project.’

Tertiary institutions teach programming, digital art,
3D modelling, animation and audio engineering. Many
of our top-ranking universities also offer creative
arts and technology courses with a specific, digital
games focus. More than 3,000 skilled games students
graduate each year.
One other factor differentiates Australia: our studios
contribute to formal education. In Australia, indie
studios work directly with formal education providers
to update modules and develop new courses. This
makes us technologically nimble. It means our skills
base has an ongoing technical edge.

The techniques we used to make
digital art 10 or 15 years ago just can’t
compete with the new tools … Australian
education institutions are teaching
people how to use those tools. Our
colleges produce excellent graduates
with all the necessary skills to make
great games.
Joshua Sanderson, Co-founder, Team WIBY (Phantom Abyss)

Talent returns to
Australia
Studios can also draw from a growing pool of
returning expats. Currently hundreds of game
developers and executives are coming back to
Australia, drawn by unique lifestyle advantages. This
includes mid-career executives who have cut their
teeth in AAA studios in North America and Europe,
but who now want to raise their families back in
Australia.

The indie scene that has grown here
in the past decade is phenomenal. We
have incredible local talent. Today,
there are great people coming to
Australia to start studios.
Sanatana Mishra, Co-founder, Witchbeam (Unpacking)

I think the spirit of helpfulness is part
of our games culture. People want to
collaborate and help you succeed. In
Australia, game development is an
incredibly supportive industry.
Nick Pearce, Founder, Modern Storyteller (Forgotten City)

Returning expats discover an amazing ecosystem
of enthusiastic developers who genuinely want to
collaborate and help each other succeed. Today,
Australian studios are using home-grown technical
brilliance and an influx of overseas skills to create
critically acclaimed games.
Australia’s immigration system will help studios
secure top international talent. The Global Talent
Employer Sponsored Scheme (GTES) allows
accredited employers to sponsor highly skilled
overseas workers with niche skills. This is a fasttrack entry point for talented individuals, who want
to pursue their digital games ambitions in Australia.
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The Digital Games
Tax Offset
Australia’s upcoming Digital
Games Tax Offset (DGTO)
is a game changer. It will
strengthen the industry by
encouraging new games
development, and will expand
employment opportunities for
digital and creative talent.
The DGTO makes Australia globally competitive
and attractive for foreign investment. Since its
announcement in May 2021, A$609 million has
been invested by venture capital and industry
leaders including Lego Ventures, Makers Fund,
Team 17 and Tencent.

Key features
• A 30% refundable tax offset for
eligible businesses.
• Can be combined with state-based
incentive programs.

The certificate application process will come into effect once the DGTO is legislated by the Australian
Government. Further guidance on the administrative process will be made available in due course. Provisional
certificates will be available but optional and non-binding on the final decision.

APPLICATION
Apply for certificate(s) to
the Responsible Minister
once game is completed
or ported. For ongoing
development, this is claimed
in the following year.
Applicants can apply for
provisional certificates prior
to game completion.

ASSESSMENT
Application subject to
assessment process by the
Office for the Arts.

ISSUANCE
Certificate(s) issued if
the conditions are met.
Certificate(s) will state
the determined qualifying
Australian development
expenditure.

ELIGIBLE DEVELOPMENT
EXPENDITURE

CLAIM
Company claims the offset
in its income tax return for
the relevant income year as
part of its annual tax return
filing process.

EXAMPLES OF INELIGIBLE
EXPENDITURE

• Claimable for expenditure incurred
from 1 July 2022.

ELIGIBLE ROLES

Eligible businesses are Australian companies or
foreign companies with an Australian ‘permanent
establishment’ (taxable presence).

Software developers

Research for the game

Marketing or advertising

Programmers and
engineers

Research for testing
& debugging

Acquiring or licensing
software

User experience
designers & testers

Collecting user data
for the game

Purchasing or renting
hardware

Game designers

Game designers

Land or premises
e.g. rent

Writers

User testing and
debugging

Travel, accommodation,
catering, entertaining or
hospitality

Artists & animators

Prototyping for
the game

Musicians & sound
designers

Updating the game

Project managers

Obtaining/maintaining
classification

The DGTO will help us double or even
triple the number of people who work
in the industry in five years. It will be a
sea change for the industry.

Behaviour analysts

Adapting the game for
certain platforms

Philip Mayes, Managing Director and CEO, Mighty Kingdom

First-level
subcontractors

The DGTO is available for businesses incurring a
minimum of $500,000 of qualifying expenditure
on eligible games. There is a A$20 million cap per
annum. This means up to A$66.7 million in qualifying
expenditure can be claimed each year. Games must
be able to achieve a classification and not have
gambling elements.
Three types of development are eligible for
the DGTO:

The games industry is really taking
off here in Melbourne. There’s lots of
investment and lots of startups. The
combination of great talent and highvalue rebates makes Australian studios
very competitive.

The claims process

• The completion of a new game.
• Porting of an existing game onto a new platform.
• The ongoing development of one or more existing
games, including live ops.

Tony Lay, Co-founder, Ultimate Studio (Hot Lap League)

The company’s general
business overheads

Quality assurance
testers

When you add state and federal schemes, we can claim 45% of the cost of games
development as a refund. Approximately 90% of our development costs are eligible.
Dylan Miklashek, Studio Manager and Managing Director, Gameloft Brisbane
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Australia’s
lifestyle: a magnet
for global talent
Australians are innovators. We are technically
skilled with a positive outlook on life and
work. And we enjoy a competitive advantage
that’s envied around the world: the great
Australian lifestyle.

Stylish cities and a great
work-life balance
Australians work to live. We enjoy living in a safe and
stable country with a friendly, relaxed culture that
makes it easier to achieve a work-life balance.
Nature has been kind to us. Spectacular landscapes
meet bright white beaches and deep blue sea. From
the cliffs of the Great Australian Bight to the gorges
of Karijini and the tropical Daintree rainforest, the
Australian environment is as diverse as it is beautiful.
Our cities are safe, stylish and dynamic. They are
famous for cultivating a relaxed outdoor lifestyle.
Australian urban spaces give people the space to
sample everything from incredible food and wine
to boutique shopping and an extensive calendar of
sporting and cultural events.
Five Australian cities – Melbourne, Sydney, Perth,
Brisbane and Adelaide – are regularly ranked among
the top 10 most liveable cities in the world.

Sydney is a beautiful place to live. It
enables great work-life balance.
We make great games and the lifestyle
attracts great people.
Ben Lee, Managing Director, Blowfish (Siegecraft)

Australia is also a welcoming, multicultural society.
We have one of the highest proportions of overseasborn citizens of any developed economy. In 2020,
approximately 30% of our population was born
outside Australia – with many coming from Asia.
Our high-skilled immigrants bring energy and
enterprising talent. Their technical and language
skills have helped turn Australia into a regional and
global exporter.

Diversity helps create games that have
global appeal. We harness all the varied
experiences that our employees bring
with them and create highly effective
game scenarios. Diversity is a big plus
for games development in Australia.
Dylan Miklashek, Studio Manager and Managing Director,
Gameloft Brisbane

Multicultural with the
world’s oldest living
culture
We are proud of our First Nations ancestors.
Australia hosts one of the world’s oldest living
cultures, which stretches back over 60,000 years.
It includes a unique tradition of unbroken
storytelling. And it results in creative artforms
that are found nowhere else on earth. This
richness is reflected in Australian games.

It’s hard to define what makes
Australian games developers unique.
We’ve got our own identity that is a mix
of different cultures and experiences.
I think that helps us make games
that are universally appealing and not
specific to a country.
Ross Symons, Founder, Big Ant (AO Tennis 2)
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Organisations per state

Our amazing
industry

100+

50-99

20-49

0-19

Tap into a thriving ecosystem

405
COMPANIES

6 LARGE
28 MEDIUM
76 SMALL
297 MICRO

3,228

Employment (FTE) across Australia’s
digital games ecosystem
• 3D modelers
• Analysts
• Animators
• Artists

• Executives
• IP experts
• Investors
• Producers

• Coders
• Developers
• Educators
• Engineers

• Programmers
• Testers
• Writers

A KEYWORDS STUDIO

BUSINESS MODELS

Australian Business

A KEYWORDS STUDIO

250 Game as a
Product (GAAP)
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64 Games as a
Service (GAAS)

35 Technical /
Creative Services
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26 Ecosystem
Partner

International business with
presence in Australia

11 Publisher
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A snapshot of Australia’s digital games industry
AUSTRALIAN GAME DEVELOPMENT
STUDIOS GENERATED

$226.5M

23%

17%

4% WA

BASED IN

OVER
LAST
YEAR

BASED IN

97%

1327

7%

OVER
LAST YEAR

18%

64%
Highly skilled
employees

9%
DESIGNERS
3%

OTHER

ESTIMATED AT OVER

23%
ARTISTS

400+

NEW
HIRES

34% PROGRAMMERS/ENGINEERS

14%

MANAGEMENT,
ADMIN AND
MARKETING

7% PRODUCERS
6%
QA
2%
WRITERS

2%
AUDIO

Gender diversity
OF FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES* ARE (CISGENDER) MALE

BASED IN

NSW

4%
10%
ACT
SA
Gender
44%diversity
VIC
4% TAS
BASED IN

67%
23%
10%

2%

14%

BASED IN

BASED IN

BASED IN

SA

BASED IN

57% VIC

35%

IP importance

WORKING REMOTELY IN THE

45%5 YEARS OLD
34% 6-10 YEARS OLD

74%

OF STUDIOS ARE

OR LESS

OF STUDIOS ARE
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OF STUDIOS ARE

*includes full time employees and contractors.

OF RESPONDENTS DEVELOP
THEIR OWN IP

The 2020-2021 game development survey is based on financial year data
from 1 July 2020 – 30 June 2021. The survey opened in September 2021
and closed at the end of November 2021. Bond University have managed
the data collection and analysis on behalf of IGEA.

Export-focused

BASED IN

TAS

23%

WORKING REMOTELY FROM

OF FULL-TIMESAME
EMPLOYEES*
ARE TRANSGENDER,
INTERSTATE
STATE
NON-BINARY OR GENDER DIVERSE

Studio stage

IP importance

45%5 YEARS OLD
34% 6-10 YEARS OLD
21% 10 YEARS OLD
OF STUDIOS ARE

OR LESS

OF STUDIOS ARE

OR MORE

62%
46%
35%

2%

ACT

OF FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES*ARE (CISGENDER) FEMALE

Developing games
for many platforms

Studio stage

BASED IN

OF FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES* ARE (CISGENDER) MALE

PC/MAC
MOBILE (inc. TABLET)
CONSOLE (inc. HANDHELD)

74%
OF RESPONDENTS DEVELOP
THEIR OWN IP

Export-focused

82%
OF INCOME GENERATED
IS FROM OVERSEAS MARKETS
AND INVESTMENT

OF FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES*ARE (CISGENDER) FEMALE
OF FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES* ARE TRANSGENDER,
NON-BINARY OR GENDER DIVERSE

QLD

13%

OF STUDIOS ARE

67%
23%
10%

BASED IN

NSW

BASED IN

OF STUDIOS ARE PLANNING TO
HIRE NEW STAFF IN 2021/2022

2% WA

BASED IN

OVER
2016

AN INCREASE OF

10%

BASED IN

QLD

AN INCREASE OF

INCOME IN 2020/21

NUMBER OF FULL TIME EMPLOYEES* IN
AUSTRALIAN GAME DEVELOPMENT STUDIOS

AN INCREASE OF

Full-time
employee* location

Studio location

17%
7%
5%
1%

VIRTUAL REALITY (VR)
WEB-BASED
AUGMENTED REALITY (AR)
OTHER (e.g. MERCHANDISE)
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Untitled Goose Game
by House House

Hell Let Loose

Australia’s
smash-hit games

Moving Out

Gaining massive traction on Steam, Hell Let Loose
is a platoon-based realistic multiplayer FPS set
during World War II. With intense atmosphere and
immersive gameplay, this WWII shooter features
50 players on every side, and maps so massive they
have their own sectors.

Moving Out won Game of the
Year at the 2020 AGDAs. It gives up
to four players a collection of
household furniture and goods in a house with a
simple end goal: get everything into the truck.
As of April 2022, the game has sold more than a
million copies.

The Forgotten City

The Oregon Trail

Hailed as a ‘triumph’ by the gaming press, The
Forgotten City is a mystery adventure game of
exploration and deduction by Melbourne startup,
Modern Storyteller. The game won Best Narrative at
the AGDAs and was nominated as Best Debut Indie
Game at the 2021 Game Awards.

This remake of 70s classic Oregon Trail by Gameloft
Brisbane sees players re-trace the footsteps of
19th-century pioneers as they seek a new home
in the Pacific Northwest. Transitioning this classic
into mobile format has won global acclaim. It won
Most Downloaded Apple Arcade Game 2021 and
the Mobile Excellence category at the 2021 AGDAs.
It’s also the winner of four Nyx awards (Adventure,
Audio, Education, Family), two Queensland XR
Awards, and it won the Public Service, Activism, and
Social Impact Game Award at the 2022
Webby Awards.

Studios based in Australia are creating some of the world’s most popular games. Here’s a selection, but the list
is growing fast.

Untitled Goose Game
Made by House House, an independent studio based in Melbourne, Victoria, Untitled Goose Game was arguably the
world’s most talked-about video game of 2020. It sold over one million copies in its first three months. It has won a
suite of major international awards including DICE Game of the Year and the BAFTA Award for Best Family Game.

Hollow Knight
One of most revered indie games of all times, Hollow
Knight won a range of awards, including Best Debut
Indie Game at the Game Awards in 2017. It sold 1.5
million copies on digital distribution platform Steam
and 1.5 million copies on Switch alone. Its sequel
Hollow Knight: Silksong is currently in production.

Unpacking
This cosy-gaming number from Brisbane’s Witch
Beam was the indie smash hit of 2021. It sold
100,000 copies in just 10 days. The game’s beautiful
pixel-art style helped it win the highest accolade
at the Australian Game Developer Awards (AGDAs).
Unpacking was declared Game of the Year by
Eurogamer, won the Innovation Award at SXSW
2022, best Audio Award at GDC, and landed the
2022 DICE Award for Outstanding Achievement for
an Independent Game. At the 2022 BAFTA Game
Awards, it won Best Narrative and Game of the Year.
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Other Australian hits
• Crossy Road/Disney Crossy Road/Crossy Road Castle
• Project Wingman

• Webbed

The Artful Escape

• The Gardens Between

• A Township Tale

The Artful Escape blends the world of music and
games in a psychedelic adventure about breaking
free of the creative expectations of others. It was
nominated for half a dozen awards at the Golden
Joystick Awards and the Game Awards. It followed in
the footsteps of Unpacking and won an award at the
2022 BAFTA Game Awards where it scooped up the
‘Artistic Achievement’ honours.

• Richies’ Plank Experience
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Broken Roads
by Drop Bear Bytes

Case studies
A closer look at some of Australia’s game
development success stories.
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Big Ant Studios
turbocharges plans
to become the
world’s largest sport
games developer
Founded by Ross Symons in 2000, Big Ant Studios
is one of Australia’s largest games developers.
The studio’s specialty is sport games, including
cricket, rugby and tennis.

Even after 20 years, Symons has big ambitions for

sports game developer in 10 years,’ says Symons.

spend a minimum of A$500,000 on

his studio. ‘I want to grow Big Ant Studios into the

‘With Nacon’s resources, I could do it in less than half

games development.

largest developer of sports entertainment software

that time.’ His growth plan includes increasing staff

in the world,’ he says.

numbers from 66 currently to 200.

That’s exactly what he’s doing today. Big Ant

Big Ant Studios has already felt the benefit of

More broadly, the DGTO will attract large studios

‘Many Australian developers have been playing and

Studios’ creative content, expertise in sports games

Nacon’s support. The studio has two new major

and publishers to Australia. This will help keep talent

writing games since they were kids,’ adds Symons.

and top talent has attracted an investor that’s

sports games in development. Symons has also

here and attract expats to come home.’

‘I knew at the age of 10 I wanted to make games for

helping accelerate Symons’ growth plans.

negotiated licensing contracts with 104 nations for

‘The DGTO will make a huge difference,’ he says.
‘For us, it means we can hire more junior staff.

a living. It’s their drive and passion that make our

the 2023 Rugby World Cup game. He notes Nacon’s
backing has made licensing negotiations ‘much

Acquisition
turbocharges next
growth stage

Australia’s stellar reputation in the global digital

Grants and tax
incentives to spur
investment

games industry is due in large part to its talent.

about a possible acquisition, he accepted – won over

Big Ant Studios received the Research and

staff, notes Symons. Other Big Ant staff have gone

by Nacon’s hands-off approach.

Development Tax Incentive from the Australian

on to work for Google, SpaceX and Tesla.

In 2020 Big Ant Studios partnered with French
digital gaming giant Nacon to develop the Tennis
World Tour game. When Nacon approached Symons

The acquisition was formalised in 2021, with Nacon
acquiring Big Ant Studios for 35 million (A$55
million). The deal allows both to focus on what they
do best: Big Ant Studios on games development, and
Nacon on publishing and distribution.
‘I could have grown Big Ant to be the world’s largest
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easier’.

people as good as they are’.

Australia’s got
passionate talent
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Government in 2016. This allowed the studio to
underwrite the cost of developing code for new
consoles. This in turn allowed Big Ant to keep and
reuse the IP they developed.

Australian developers created global blockbusters
like Fruit Ninja and Crossy Road. The developers of
those games are former Big Ant contractors and

‘It’s hard to define what makes Australian games
developers unique,’ says Symons. ‘We’ve got our

‘Globally, Australia has
a fantastic pedigree
and people recognise it.
There’s a huge appetite
for our games, and an
appreciation for our
capabilities overseas.’

own identity that is a mix of different cultures and
experiences. I think that helps us make games that

Symons is enthusiastic about the Digital Games Tax

are universally appealing and not specific to

Offset (DGTO). The DGTO is a 30% refundable tax

a country.

offset on qualifying expenditure for businesses that
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Sydney’s Blowfish:
where gamers
do what they
love for a living
The indie game developer behind hit strategy game, Siegecraft has
grown fast. Blowfish started life in 2010 in a two-bedroom unit in
Sydney. In 2021, it was bought for A$35 million.

‘Australia is full of
creative, skilled people
with a great attitude
and a strong work
ethic.’

Blowfish Studios is gaining a reputation as a

Lee also comments on liveability in the land Down

Australian industry and creating world-class

Under. ‘Sydney is a beautiful place to live. It enables

products.’

blockchain game pioneer. ‘Our game Phantom
Galaxies is now being touted as one of the top
blockchain games in the world,’ says Lee.
‘Not many other studios are doing this at the
moment. This is another avenue where Australian
expertise in blockchain is finding its way into

great work-life balance,’ he says. ‘We make great
games and the lifestyle attracts great people.’
Lee also points to excellent government support
for R&D in games, arts and tech in Australia. This
includes the Digital Games Tax Offset (DGTO).
‘Support like this really helps everything come
together,’ says Lee.

A studio where people
do what they love for
a living
With the acquisition under its belt and exciting
projects in the pipeline, Blowfish has its sights aimed
high. ‘We want to be one of the biggest games
studios in Australia, making world-class games –

The recent acquisition of Blowfish highlights
the rapid rise of Aussie games studios. It also
demonstrates Australia’s growing expertise in
blockchain.

headquarters now boast an 80-strong team.
The acquisition will help fund the creation of a
full-service studio, and a further 30-strong
expansion in headcount.

LEVEL UP

including in blockchain,’ says Lee.

Lee sees Australian games development studios

to its indie roots. ‘We’ve built a great culture and a

as leaders in almost every genre – and advanced

workforce of people that just want to make great

capabilities in blockchain.

games,’ he adds.

‘I think Australian studios can do everything,’ he
says. ‘We do well in mobile games. We have made

From humble beginnings, Blowfish’s North Sydney

22

Australian creativity
powers a thriving
games industry

Aussie studios ahead of
the game in blockchain
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Blowfish was founded by managing director Ben Lee

great AAA games. We also have great indie console

and artistic director Aaron Grove in 2010. Lee doesn’t

games and action games.’

hesitate to recommend Australia as a great place to
build a full-service games development studio.

But that doesn’t mean the studio won’t stay true

‘Most importantly,
we’ve created a studio
that gives people an
opportunity to do what
they love for a living.’
23
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Drop Bear Bytes
gives a new twist to
role-playing games

Amazing graduate
talent
The other major factor is talent. Ritchie points to a
new wave of Australian students graduating from
games development courses.
‘The flow of fresh graduate talent is amazing,’ he
says. ‘The graduates are passionate and hungry for
success. Currently, there are more graduates than
jobs. They are looking for studios to take them on and
give them a chance to shine.’

Founders Craig Ritchie and Jethro Naude founded Drop Bear
Bytes in 2019. Ritchie had an idea for a new framework for a roleplaying game (RPG). The idea was ambitious: it would expand the
scope for how role-playing morality systems work within RPGs.
‘We wanted to create a game set in a post-

As industry veterans, the pair put their own capital

apocalyptic Australia,’ says Ritchie. ‘Several things

into the venture. But the game – Broken Roads – was

were new. First, we wanted a convincing RPG

a massive project. It would take four to five years to

morality framework that played out through all the

build. Even to build a demo version to showcase to

characters and scenes. Second, we wanted to lean

publishers would require huge funds.

hard into the Western Australia setting.’

Location and lifestyle

Taking on fresh graduates is less risky than in other

Both founders reckon Australia is on the verge of a

reduce the cost of creating a full-time position.

Drop Bear Bytes developed a superb demo in under

new golden age in games development. This is partly

He points out that grants are available to businesses

Naude points out some Australian grants can be

18 months. In October 2019, the founders took their

owing to lifestyle, according to Ritchie and Naude.

started by recent immigrants – not just Australian

used to inject authentic Australian themes and

concept to Australia’s premier showcase event for

Both are keen surfers. They say Australia’s laid-back

citizens.

character into digital games.

games, Penny Arcade Expo (PAX) in Melbourne.

lifestyle helps high-stress developers achieve a great

‘Grants dramatically
decrease the stress of
skilling up a new studio.
They enable us to give
young talent a chance.
Today, we have a great
team, with amazing
people.’

‘The API grant enabled us to engage an Elder in the

work-life balance.
Critics and investors were deeply impressed. What
followed was a series of deals that enabled the pair to

‘Australia is a fantastic place to live if you love

build the game.

the ocean and like outdoors living,’ says Ritchie.
‘Whatever your lifestyle, you can find a home in the

In early 2022 Ritchie and Naude signed a deal with a

big cities, country towns or along the coast.

global publisher that specialises in RPGs. This deal will
allow Drop Bear Bytes to finish the game, take it from
PC to console format, and launch a major marketing
campaign.
‘This is a fantastic achievement for a small, Australian
startup,’ says Ritchie.
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‘With the help of
fantastic national
broadband, we’ve built
a semi-virtual studio
that works perfectly
from a small town in
regional Victoria.’

countries, according to Naude. This is because grants

Indigenous community,’ says Naude. ‘Uncle Jack
Charles is one of the most famous voice actors in
Australia. He provided the voiceover for our trailer.
‘The grant also enabled us to bring Indigenous
narrative consultants on board to ensure authentic
and respectful representation in the game. This will
help Broken Roads to bring a uniquely Australian
story into the global games industry.’
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Gameloft Brisbane
tops Apple Arcade
in 2021
The Brisbane subsidiary’s games are global hits. A
remake of the 1970s PC classic – The Oregon Trail –
was the most popular game on Apple Arcade in
2021.

Queensland games ace
in Apple Arcade
Gameloft Brisbane has had a hugely successful seven

The success of Gameloft Brisbane shows why global
digital games companies are building studios in
Australia’s capital cities.

Australia’s tax credits
attract investment
One reason to build a games studio in Brisbane is
tax credits. In March 2022, the Queensland agency,
Screen Queensland, launched a new scheme that
means 15% of games development costs can be

Gameloft Brisbane is a
subsidiary of France-based
Gameloft, the global video
game developer and publisher.
The company’s 60-strong
studio in Brisbane started work
in 2014 and has pioneered
Gameloft’s entry into the
subscription games industry.
Lifestyle lures game
developer talent to
Australia

years in Queensland. The workforce has grown from

Miklashek says another reason to set up in

15 to 60 people. The company has delivered four

Queensland is access to creative expertise.

games, and the fifth is currently in production.
‘Gameloft chose Brisbane because of the unique
The Oregon Trail sees players re-trace the footsteps

talent available here and because lifestyle matters,’ he

of 19th-century pioneers as they seek a new home in

says. ‘Developers who live here are happy, motivated

the Pacific Northwest. Transitioning this classic into

and creative: that’s ideal for a games studio.’

mobile format has won global plaudits.

Australian Government’s Digital Games Tax Offset.
‘When you add state and federal schemes, we can
claim 45% of the cost of games development as
a refund,’ says Dylan Miklashek, Studio Manager
and Managing Director, Gameloft Brisbane.
‘Approximately 90% of our development costs are
eligible.
‘The end result is that for a A$5 million game, we
claim a refund of approximately A$2 million in
development costs. This makes Queensland – and
Australia more generally – hugely competitive in the
global games development industry.’
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Employees come from multiple backgrounds. This
variety makes Australia an attractive place to invest,
according to Miklashek.
‘We have developers from all over the world in
Australia, including from Asia,’ he says. ‘If you
want your games to be truly creative, you want to

Miklashek says Australia cultivates an ideal work-

take ideas from all around the world. As a migrant

The studio’s other games include Ballistic

life balance. He says his teams lead active, healthy,

country, Australia’s talent is amazingly diverse.’

Baseball, Zombie Anarchy and Royal Rising.

outdoors lifestyles.

Miklashek says his employees in Brisbane come from

‘I’ve worked in the US and Japan and I’ve seen how

a variety of different backgrounds. Currently, 30%

people burn out,’ he says.

are female.

‘I have now lived in
Australia for 16 years,
and I think if you get
the work-life balance
right you optimise
productivity.’

‘Diversity helps create
games that have global
appeal. We harness all
the varied experiences
that our employees
bring with them and
create highly effective
game scenarios.
Diversity is a big plus
for games development
in Australia.’

offset against tax.
This is on top of the 30% provided under the

Diversity powers
creativity
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‘There’s definitely
prestige in partnering
with an Australian
studio at the moment.
Looking at today’s
hit games, you’d be
surprised how many
have had Aussie
developers working
on them.’

Massive Monster set
for a massive launch
Massive Monster makes unusual games that are hugely
fun. Founder Julian Wilton started the studio with two
mates in Melbourne in 2016. They all had a flash games
background but wanted to pivot to consoles and make
games that were highly distinctive.
‘We wanted to make personality games – highly
polished games where gamers have fun in strange
worlds,’ says Wilton. ‘Our first hit was Adventure
Pals, which made US$1.2 million. That wasn’t bad for
three people working from home.’
Massive Monster’s next game, Never Give Up, was
less successful. But the trio didn’t give up, and
immediately began working on a huge new concept,
Cult of the Lamb. The trailer is extraordinary and
has already clocked up over 750,000 views. And it’s
helped Massive Monster to sign up with a major UK
publisher.

agency, ScreenVic. They gave us a
A$40,000 grant to polish the game and
that really helped us find a publisher.

Big London publisher
likes small Aussie studio
Wilton’s journey to a major publishing deal shows
how small Australian studios are now creating big
global games.

In early 2020, Massive Monster’s UK-based
director began to send pitch decks to
publishers in London.
‘We needed development funding,’ says

The ‘spirit of mateship’

Wilton. ‘We tried quite a few publishers before
we found Devolver Digital. They were great and

‘Our first step was to make a simple demo,’ says

things happened fast. It was a case of:

One other thing makes the Australian digital games

Wilton. ‘That impressed Victoria’s film and games

“We like this; let’s go”.’

industry stand out, according to Wilton: comradery.
‘We are an isolated community made up of small
studios, so there’s a real desire to help each other
out,’ he says. ‘To make indie games you need people

Australia nurtures Indie
talent
In April 2020, Massive Monster signed a significant
contract with London-based publisher, Devolver
Digital. The funding has covered two years of fullscale development and will help fund the launch.
The deal means the three entrepreneurs now have a
shot at a global hit.

Wilton says Australian studios gain attention

Aussie developer culture is also a draw, according to

who can do a bit of everything – but you also need

overseas for good reasons.

Wilton. ‘We don’t have many big studios in Australia,

contacts. We farm out jobs to people we know. That

so our developers are all working in small companies,’

makes us agile and very efficient.’

‘US and UK publishers like Australian developers
because they know we get very little funding but still
make unique games,’ he says. ‘We are distinctive and
they like our look.’

he says. ‘This means we have to be creative to get
games going.’

Cult of the Lamb is scheduled for release on 11
August and Wilton is ambitious.

Wilton says the current exchange rate makes
Australian studios competitive. The combination

‘We want to grow and build a more sustainable

of uniqueness, creativity and competitiveness also

studio,’ he says. ‘We don’t have offices at the

gives Aussie developers cache in overseas markets.

moment: but that just shows what Australian indie
studios can do.’
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Mighty Kingdom
makes a mighty move
to become a global
entertainment giant

‘We have a global reputation for family-friendly

Mighty Kingdom is willing to explore new genres.

games,’ says Chief Operating Officer Tony Lawrence.

It is developing a horror game based on an upcoming

‘We aren’t going to shy away from that. But we also

Australian film. ‘Horror is not a genre we are

want to broaden the scope of what we do.’

associated with,’ says Lawrence. ‘The new product
allows us to show partners we can do a broad range

Powered by data, driven
by passion and fun

Scaling up to explore
new opportunities

The IPO has given Mighty Kingdom the freedom to

In April 2021, Mighty Kingdom took a mighty step

from 65 people in 2019 to 162 in 2022, who are

towards its next stage of growth. The company

currently developing eight games. To help realise its

became the second Australian digital games

vision, it has recruited major names in the Australian

company to list on the ASX, raising A$18 million.

media and entertainment industries to its board.

‘I want to grow Mighty Kingdom into a global
entertainment company powered by original

These partners include Canada’s East Side Games
Group. The two companies will co-develop games

With over 160 people, coming up with ideas is

under a two-year partnership. The two are now

easy. Knowing which ideas to develop is harder.

working on a mobile game based on Star Trek: Lower

Mighty Kingdom takes an analytical approach, using

Decks, due for global launch in 2022.

data to interrogate the idea, the audience and
the mechanics. To help guide the process, Mighty
on what’s trending and what it should be looking at.

DGTO: A sea change for
the industry

Mighty Kingdom sees engaging storytelling as key

Mayes believes the Digital Games Tax Offset (DGTO)

to creating worlds that draw people in. Mayes says

will have a positive impact on the industry.

Kingdom has an internal division that keeps an eye

Australia’s largest independent games studio Mighty Kingdom is
the embodiment of its moniker. Since forming in 2010, the
Adelaide-based studio has released more than 50 games played
by over 50 million players worldwide. It has created games for
global giants such as Disney, LEGO, Snapchat, Moose Toys
(creator of Shopkins), Funcom and Rogue.

of games – with the Mighty Kingdom touch.’

narratives that invite audience participation creates
passionate followers that help build a brand over
time.

‘It comes down to a
mix of gut instinct and
hard facts. That’s what
separates the great
games from the
good games.’

‘It will also make investment in the industry more
attractive,’ says Mayes. ‘The DGTO will help us
double or even triple the number of people who
work in the industry in five years. It will be a sea
change for the industry.

‘With the right
structure and
opportunities, there’s
no reason why
Australia can’t come
up with the next global
blockbuster.’

flex its creative muscle and explore new opportunities
to develop its own games. The company has grown

They include former ABC managing director Michelle
Guthrie as chair.

content,’ says Managing Director and CEO Philip
Mayes. ‘We are proudly Australian, and we will stay
and grow our presence here.’
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‘Today, there are writers, artists and programmers in
Australia who are at the top of their game – but who
have never been absorbed into AAA studios because

Modern Storyteller
becomes 2022
BAFTA nominee

the opportunities haven’t been there. That’s why
startup studios are doing well.’

Positive spirit is the
power behind games
startups
Why is Australia proving so hot in the small studio
space? Pearce says collaboration is key. Small studios
help each other. That’s creating a great developer

Melbourne-based Nick Pearce is a gamer
and a keen modder. In 2015 he took the
fantasy blockbuster Skyrim and modified
it into a time-travel murder mystery. When
the mod hit 4 million downloads, he knew
he had a hit on his hands.

ecosystem.
‘When I reflect on my own experience, I reckon that
game development in Australia is a community of
unsung heroes,’ he says. ‘Back in 2017, I had a mod
that was successful but non-marketable. Then I had a
few beers with local developers at League of Geeks.
They explained how the games industry works.’
Pearce says these contacts gave him ‘incredible’

With help from VicScreen, Pearce quit his job, founded his studio

mentoring advice over the next four years. They

– Modern Storyteller – and rebuilt the game from scratch.

helped him commercialise the game.

The Forgotten City is now a global phenomenon. In 2022, the game was

‘I think the spirit of helpfulness is part of our games

nominated for ‘Game of the Year’ at the BAFTA awards. Meanwhile,

culture,’ he says. ‘People want to collaborate and help

Pearce’s studio shows how Australian indie startups can create narrative

you succeed. In Australia, game development is an

games that gain critical acclaim worldwide.

incredibly supportive industry.
‘There’s one other factor behind the success of

Australia modding
amateur quits his job
The Forgotten City sprang from a role-playing game
about dragons and zombies. The radical mod that
Pearce began in 2015 morphed the game into a timetravel murder mystery.
But the 4 million hits he gained triggered a problem.
How could he possibly create the game using his own
IP – especially if that meant giving up his day job as a
lawyer?
‘To make a new commercial game, I would need to
rebuild my mod from the ground up,’ he says. ‘This
was a massive undertaking. But with help from
VicScreen, I started a studio and built the game

‘There is a lot of raw
talent in Australia.
State funding helps
people start their
own studios. Today,
there are increased
opportunities for
people like me to come
out of the woodwork
and get into the
industry.’

Award-winning success
for a startup studio
The rebuild took approximately four years.
The Forgotten City launched in July 2021 and is
now a commercial and critical success.
‘We were nominated for Game of the Year at the UK’s
BAFTAs in 2022 and various other awards at The
Game Awards, DICE, and The Golden Joysticks,’ says
Pearce. ‘Also, we won best international game at the
French industry Pegases awards. And we’ve picked
up an Australian Game Developers Award (AGDA) for
excellence in narrative.’
This is a major achievement for a team of three that
completed 90% of the game in-house. According to
Pearce, these awards show that young Australian

myself.

Australia’s digital games industry: a healthy work-life
balance. This makes us super-productive.

‘My programmer –
Alex – did the work
of an entire team
of programmers for
almost five years. How?
Balance. He knocks off
work at 5.00 pm every
day and volunteers as
a surf lifesaver in his
spare time.’

studios are ‘punching above their weight’ on the
world stage.
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‘The entire games business is being reconfigured to
encourage player engagement,’ he says. ‘For example,

mod.io raises
US$26 million in
Series A funding
Melbourne-based mod.io is a genuine game changer. Its modding
technology helps players connect with game studios to modify video
games, create new digital game content and generate revenue.

games like Minecraft and Roblox are built around UGC.

A small studio
goes global

Modding is a way of outsourcing creativity to player

Today, mod.io works directly with some of the

communities.

world’s biggest gaming companies. It employs

‘We specialise in unlocking this creativity across the
industry. We do this by solving the safety, scalability,
moderation, discovery and marketplace challenges

approximately 35 people, mostly in Melbourne.
mod.io also has employees in France, Finland, the
UK and the US.

associated with modding. We package our solutions

‘SnowRunner by Sabre Interactive, Humankind by

for the community in a way that studios can own and

Amplitude Studios and SEGA, Skater XL by Easy

personalise.’

Day, and TABS by Landfall are a handful of the

As the only service that enables modding across
multiple game-playing platforms – PCs, consoles,
mobile devices and virtual reality (VR) – mod.io has
become a pioneer in taking UGC to a new level in the
digital games industry.

diverse range of games live on mod.io today,’ says
Reismanis. ‘Most of their creators and players are
from Europe and North America, though the beauty
of UGC communities is their ability to captivate the
imagination of anyone.’
mod.io’s success shows that small Australian
startups can impact the global games industry.

All power to the gamers
mod.io has built a unique, plug-in technology for all
game engines, including game engines created by
Unreal and Unity. Adaptability is core. Studios can
integrate mod.io plug-in technology with their games
and have them up and running in hours.
mod.io is also planning to help monetisation. This will
help modders to make money from their creativity.

Modding goes
mainstream

By making user-generated content (UGC) more

Investors and developers are taking a shine to

direction.

the company’s unique, developer-friendly plug-in
technology. Since starting mod.io in 2017, the game
company has journeyed from a simple idea and a few
staff members, to partnering with more than 100
developers and publishers worldwide.

take the global gaming industry in a whole new

Entrepreneur and gamers Scott Reismanis and
Patrick Sotiriou co-founded mod.io in 2017.
Their aim was to shape the direction of modding,
which is a major trend in gaming. Modding helps
players to modify the games they play. It enables

The company’s success shows that Australian

players to create their own characters, levels,

startups can be groundbreakers in the global games

soundtracks and gameplay – and then share their

industry. In 2021, mod.io raised US$26 million in

new content with other enthusiasts.

a round of Series A funding. Investors included
Tencent and Lego Ventures. In January 2022, the
company surpassed 300 million downloads.
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‘Opening the door for
creator rewards will
allow many players to
double down on their
own UGC. Monetisation
will give players great
content to explore
and play. And it will
encourage studios
to focus on enabling
more UGC possibilities,
with better tools and
events.’

Reismanis says that his company’s success reflects
Australian innovation and ambition.

‘Australian gaming
companies have always
been quick to market.
We are a great place
to build and test new
concepts. That’s partly
down to our culture:
Australian gamers are
always hungry for new
ideas.’

mod.io guessed – correctly – that what began as
a fringe activity approximately 20 years ago would
become big business.
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‘The local games
industry has a
friendly, sharing
atmosphere. We’ve
had many mentors
to help us through
this, and we mentor
in return. People are
happy to both share
and learn.’

Prideful Sloth
brings AAA to
slow-life gaming
Prideful Sloth is an Australian studio based in
Brisbane. The studio takes a micro-AAA approach
to high-quality game development.

Co-Founders Vance, John Northwood and Joel Styles
are all veteran AAA developers who worked in the
UK on mega-hits. The call of Australia proved too
strong, so they made the move back and in 2015
formed Prideful Sloth. They wanted to bring the

Vance says innovation is the great strength of the

rigour of their former life into a smaller Australian

Australian games industry. She explains that many

studio.

games industry workers went overseas about 12

The softer side to
Australia’s gaming
renaissance

‘We worked in large teams, creating high-quality

The company’s first game, Yonder: The Cloud
Catcher Chronicles launched successfully in 2017. In
November 2021, the company’s second game, Grow:
Song of the Evertree, sold over 120,000 copies in its
first months of release.

games,’ says Vance. ‘We had a lot of experience

last few years.’

Prideful Sloth is now planning production for the
next hit game. ‘The future is looking bright!’ says
Vance. She adds that Australian studios seem to do

terms of game concepts and audiences.’

well with overseas investors.

designers, two artists and one technical artist. The

Thematically, Prideful Sloth focuses on playerdriven narrative experiences. Their goal is to provide
gamers with engaging and highly detailed worlds
where they are free to create their own stories and

‘We try to capture players’ attention with artistry,
charm and whimsy,’ says Vance.
It’s this unique style that attracted 505 Games,
notable for smash hits Death Stranding and the
Australian-made Gems of War.

Prideful Sloth partnered with Italian video game

Australia: perceptions
change

seven full-time employees: two programmers, two

unique style.

relaxing. And it’s a genre that has exploded in the

industry today; it’s just starting to blossom.’

engines can do, but we wanted to try new things in

success demonstrates the diversity of Australian

categories,’ she says. ‘It’s non-combat, explorative,

reports on Australia’s generosity of spirit.

‘I think there’s a renaissance in the Australian games

Prideful Sloth consists of a close-knit team of

experiences. In doing so, the studio has developed a

‘Our games fall into the “slow-life” or “cosy gaming”

years ago, but talent is now returning. She also

‘We are all senior and multiskilled,’ says Vance.

pushing the limits of what hardware and gaming

According to co-founder, Cheryl Vance, the game’s
gaming expertise.

Australian talent is
powering micro-AAA
studios

studio takes a reserved attitude towards expansion,

‘Australian studios typically get a good reaction

intentionally staying lean and focusing on proficiency

when they go overseas,’ she says. ‘We have a

and a robust business model.

reputation for innovation and creativity.

‘Our ultimate goal is
to take the lessons we
learned in the world of
AAA and put them into
a smaller studio that
can punch well above
its weight.’

‘Also, I think Australians have a healthy work ethic.
Traditionally we haven’t had the same state funding
as elsewhere. So, there’s a recognition that here in
Australia we get things done through hard work and
willpower.’

publisher, 505 Games for its latest release.
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Ultimate Studio revs
up smash-hit Aussie
racing game
Industry veterans Mark Zaloumis and Tony Lay
started Ultimate Studio in Melbourne in 2018. They wanted
to create games that were ‘remarkable and long-lasting’.
Racing games was their speciality.

Hot Lap League takes
a chequered flag

Australia’s racing
pedigree

In early 2022, Ultimate Studio triumphed. Its first

Lay says Australia has a long history of making top-

game, Hot Lap League, debuted on April 11, 2022

grade racing games.

and scored amazing reviews: 4.9 on iOS and
4.5 Android.

‘Beam Software was famous for racing games in
the early 2000s and that success generated lots

Players clocked up 1 million races during the first

of local capability,’ he says. ‘There’s still plenty of

five weeks. There was global competition for world-

experienced games developers around – especially in

record laps.

Melbourne. We’re known for our talent and quality.

Ultimate Studio’s success highlights the re-

‘Our games capture
global interest. I think
that’s due to local
culture and our unique
games-development
history.’

invigoration of Australia’s digital games industry.
With multimillion dollar backing from Finnish
games-funder Supercell, the company shows how
startup Australian studios can attract major global
investment and produce smash-hit games.

Investor confidence in
Australian startups
Ultimate Studio’s success follows partnership with a

Gaming talent

long-term, strategic investor.
Talent is a major drawcard for investors, according
‘When I first spoke to Supercell in 2018, we just had

to Lay. In his own studio, employees have an average

a logo and an idea,’ says Lay. ‘But we were highly

16 years’ industry experience.

experienced, and we wanted to create a studio that
made remarkable and long-lasting games. Supercell

‘Australian studios are at an international level in

invested in us because they liked our distinctive

terms of skills,’ he says. ‘We have the people to

approach.’

develop our own games. Our studios create great IP.

Lay wanted to create top-grade developer teams

‘Also, our studios have established global leadership

and give them maximum autonomy.

in certain areas – especially in mobile games. Global
success shows how resourceful we are.

‘What makes us different is that we allow our teams
to make the big calls,’ he says. ‘Supercell has a similar
culture. That’s helped a small Australian

taking off. There’s lots of investment and lots of

startup to sustain support from a A$20

startups, and the big studios are in town.

billion European investor.’
Supercell provided initial seed
funding in 2018. Three more funding
rounds followed, each supported by
Supercell. This has enabled Ultimate
Studio to build a 19-strong studio of
engineers and artists in Melbourne.
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‘Here in Melbourne, the games industry is really

‘The combination of
great talent and highvalue rebates makes
Australian studios very
competitive.’
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Team WIBY’s
Phantom Abyss
signals rise of
Australian indies
Brisbane-based game
development studio Team
WIBY is the brains behind the
hugely successful Phantom
Abyss. The asynchronous
multiplayer game was launched
in partnership with leading US
publisher Devolver Digital in
June 2021.

Australian colleges
develop top tech talent
Sanderson also speaks to the quality of tertiary
education for games development here in Australia.
He says there is sufficient talent to hire and support
local people.
‘The technology moves very quickly,’ he says. ‘The
techniques we used to make digital art 10 or 15
years ago just can’t compete with the new tools out
there now. And Australian education institutions are
teaching people how to use those tools.’

‘Our colleges produce
excellent graduates
with all the necessary
skills to make great
games. There is even
space for recent
students to teach
some of the older
people!’

Established in 2018, Team WIBY is the brainchild of
Ben Marrinan, Motze Asher and Joshua Sanderson.
Its first major game – Phantom Abyss – sees players
navigate Indiana Jones-style temples to retrieve
mysterious relics.
The game was quickly embraced by the global digital
gaming community in its first year of release.
The global popularity of Phantom Abyss shows the
amazing vitality of Australia’s indie games-developer
ecosystem. In four short years, Team WIBY has gone
from a three-person startup to the producer of an
over A$3 million game.

Fertile ground for indie
games ideas
Sanderson says Australia is a great place for
creatives to start independent gaming companies.
‘There’s so much talent here,’ he says. ‘So many
great people have started their own businesses
since the dip that followed the global financial crisis.
These entrepreneurs inspire people to start indie
companies. That’s really unleashed a lot of Aussie
creativity.
‘We punch well above our weight here. We make
international hits with just two or three people.
It’s inspiring to see this kind of thing happening
regularly.’
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Sanderson also loves the highly collaborative nature
of the Australian games industry.
‘There’s a lot of mutual support, especially in the
indie scene,’ he says. ‘We all want to see each other
succeed, and that makes Australia a great place to
make games.’
He also points to Australia as a great place to live, as
well as work. ‘The climate is amazing, and Australia is
just a wonderful place to live,’ he says.

‘All of those lifestyle
factors pull people
in from overseas –
and they also pull
experienced expats
back home.’
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Brisbane-based indie studio Witch Beam created a global
sensation with its engaging, house-moving game Unpacking.

ST U DY

Witchbeam scores
big BAFTA win

This is only the company’s second game. But it gained global
recognition in 2022. Unpacking won EE ‘Game of the Year’ at the
BAFTA awards in London.
The win shows how small studios in Australia can stay creatively
independent – and still make global blockbusters.

Lead developer Tim Dawson and Witch Beam
collaborator Wren Brier say the game is based on
their own experience of moving in together. But the
game quickly ‘caught fire’ with the public in 2019,
says Mishra.

small game developers like Witch Beam

of people unpacking and placing objects,’ he says. ‘It

to flourish.

went viral, with people arguing about how to organise

‘Culturally in Australia
we have a more
relaxed atmosphere,
and that helps us to
be more creative.’

that really attracted people.’
Unpacking is a global success. The game won Best
Narrative and Game of the Year at the 2022 BAFTA
Game Awards, and Game of the Year at the Australian
Game Developer Awards. It won the Best Audio Award
at GDC and the 2022 DICE Award for Outstanding
Achievement for an Independent Game.

Witch Beam’s success shows the vibrancy
of the independent studio scene in Australia,
claims Mishra.

Grants and partnership
power global game
success

Witch Beam was established in 2013 by Sega Studios
alumni Tim Dawson, Sanatana Mishra and Jeff van

Initially, development was self-funded. But Witch

Dyck. The studio debuted with the critically acclaimed

Beam also received around $60,000 from Screen

arcade-style game Assault Android Cactus. Its

Queensland. This helped with development costs and

sophomore game Unpacking – released in 2021 –

some travel costs.

found the fun in moving house.

Mishra notes that there is space in Australia for

‘We put up a Twitter account for it and put out GIFs

houses. There was a meme-like element to the game

Unpacking recognised at
the 2022 BAFTA Game
Awards

Australia is an
indie enabler

US indie gaming giant Humble Games came on board

The game is part block-fitting puzzle, part home

halfway through the project. ‘They have really helped

decoration game. It sees players sort through boxes

us to extend our reach,’ says Mishra. ‘They’ve offered

filled with sentimental possessions. As they create a

marketing support with different platforms like

satisfying living space, they also learn about the life

Nintendo and Xbox.’

‘We want to be in control of our own games and
our own destiny, and so we want to stay a microstudio,’ he says. ‘That gives us complete creative
control and remain really individual.’

‘I feel we have a lot
of advantages. One
of those is a unique
gaming culture.’

they’re unpacking.
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Find your place
in Australia

Bring your family
with you
You can be confident that your children will
receive a top-grade education in Australia and
keeping the family healthy is straightforward.

Entrepreneurs like Australia because we are a great location for
business. The quality of governance in Australia ranks among
the best in the world. Our economic and regulatory foundations
are rock solid. The Economist Intelligence Unit ranks Australia
sixth in the world for our business environment. This means we
are a safe place to build your business.

Standing up a business
Australians often say “too easy” when they agree to
do something.
Setting up a new business in Australia is, well,
too easy. Australia welcomes foreign investment
from multinational giants, ambitious startups and
research organisations. We offer low taxation and
excellent digital infrastructure.

Australian gaming companies have
always been quick to market. We are
a great place to build and test new
concepts. That’s partly down to our
culture: Australian gamers are always
hungry for new ideas.
Scott Reismanis, Co-founder, mod.io

Visas for international staff and founders
Australia has a variety of internationally competitive
temporary and permanent visa categories. They can
be used by investors looking to set up a business in
Australia. Employer-sponsored visas can also help
Australian companies secure overseas talent.
Founders and leaders of digital games businesses –
or exceptional talented individuals – may qualify for
our Global Talent Visa. The Global Talent Visa gives
you a streamlined path to permanent residency for
you and approved dependents.

Schools

Business registration

Grants and export finance

Establishing a business in Australia is
straightforward. Incorporation can be completed
quickly. According to recent rankings, it takes less
time to set up a business in Australia as compared to
almost all other countries. World Bank data currently
estimates that on average it takes just two days to
register a business in Australia.

Austrade can help plug your company into a range
of business support services and incentives. Most
Australian states and territories have incentive
schemes to help their local digital games industry.
These include additional rebates on games
production spend and grants for game prototypes.

Companies in Australia must be registered with the
Australian Securities and Investments Commission
(ASIC). However, foreign entities may wish to carry
on business in Australia as a foreign company.
ASIC outlines the criteria defining foreign companies
and the rights foreign companies hold in Australia.
As with Australian companies, foreign companies
must be registered with ASIC in order to carry on
business in Australia.

The foreign investment review process
Under Australia’s foreign investment review
framework, certain investments are subject to
review. Foreign investment proposals are reviewed
on a case-by-case basis. This is to ensure the
investment is not contrary to the national interest
or national security.

In addition, the Australian Government has a range
of tailored export finance instruments to assist
export-focused industries like the games industry:
• The Export Market Development Grants (EMDG)
scheme is administered by Austrade. It reimburses
small and medium-sized businesses for some
export-related expenses. These include marketing
and travel to overseas trade events, such as
Gamescom and GDC.
• Export Finance Australia is the Government’s
export credit agency. It helps Australian exporters
to overcome financial barriers when expanding
their business overseas. Officials work directly
with exporters and their banks to provide loans,
guarantees, bonds and insurance products.

Our public schools provide free high-quality
education to all students, with university-trained
teachers. The results are impressive. Australian
students rank above the OECD average in reading
literacy, science and mathematics, according to
the most recent Programme for International
Student Assessment.
Australia is also home to world-class universities
that work closely with industry. We rank equal third
globally for the number of universities in the world’s
top 100 – after the US and the UK, and equal with
China. 47% of employed people holding a tertiary
qualification or advanced diploma.

Healthcare
Australians have access to high-quality, timely
and affordable healthcare at every stage of life.
Australians have a blend of public and private
medical care systems that combine world-class
medical services with accessible, reliable
public health.
Medicare is Australia’s universal healthcare
system, providing free public hospital care and
patient subsidies for medical services. The
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme keeps medicines
affordable. Meanwhile, Australia has a highly
developed system of private healthcare, via
multiple private medical insurance companies.

RANKED
If your business is looking to invest in critical
infrastructure or develops technology or is acquiring
an Australian business that develops technology
that could be considered important to national
security, then we encourage you to visit
www.firb.gov.au to assess whether you need to
submit an application. We recommend you take legal
advice if this is the case. Austrade can explain the
foreign investment review process.

#3

for healthcare system
Australia ranks third in the world
for the performance of our
healthcare system.
Source: Commonwealth Fund Healthcare Report 2021

RANKED

#2

for health security
Australia ranks second in the world
on the Global Health Security Index
for our health security capabilities.
Source: 2021 Global Health Security Index
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Artist’s impression of the
Tech Central development

New South Wales:
home to Australia’s
biggest city
New South Wales (NSW) is home to the nation’s largest, most
diverse and sophisticated arts, screen and cultural sectors – all
centred on Sydney.
The state is home to 42% of Australia’s creative industries workforce and 57% of the post, digital and visual
effects (PDV) workforce. Its capital, Sydney, is a recognised world leader in PDV. NSW provides competitive
support for digital gaming investment.

Benefits of a New South
Wales base
NSW is an epicentre of the creative industry in
Australia, and the NSW Government is committed
to helping it grow. In terms of digital games, Sydney
and NSW are home to an innovative and thriving PDV
sector, and acclaimed creative professionals. The
NSW Government is keen to attract and retain PDV
and visual effects talent.
NSW produces the most creative arts graduates of
any state in Australia, with over 7,500 graduates

for the last three years. NSW also has the largest
pool of Science, Technology, Engineering and
Maths (STEM) graduates in Australia. The NSW
Government also facilitates industry relationships
with our universities.
Sydney’s universities are powerhouses of skills
development. In particular, the University of Sydney,
the University of New South Wales (UNSW), and
the University of Technology Sydney (UTS) deliver
globally recognised diploma, undergraduate and
post-graduate courses. They also provide microcredentials in partnership with industry to upskill the
workforce of tomorrow.

Incentives: The NSW Digital Games Rebate

Ben Lee, Managing Director, Blowfish Studios

Screen NSW is committed to ensuring the state’s Digital Games Rebate (DGR) remains competitive. State
officials currently manage the DGR through a case-by-case assessment process.

VALUE
A 10% rebate for digital
games with a qualifying
NSW expenditure of at least
A$500,000.

APPLICATION
An applicant must submit
through the Screen NSW
Online Grants Administration
system, Smarty Grants, prior
to the commencement of any
eligible work for which the
rebate is sought.

Expanding the NSW PDV to include
game development is a major boon
for the local industry. For Blowfish, it
means we can employ more creatives
and developers to help us build our
internationally acclaimed games.

PROCESS
Applications must include the
games development budget
in NSW, quotes from NSW
suppliers and evidence the
project is fully financed or can
be financed using projected
future revenue streams.

Local ecosystem
Our three city-centre universities – University
of Sydney, UNSW and UTS – teach skills that
are relevant to digital games, including design.
Vocational education and training provider TAFE
NSW teaches courses on 3D art and animation to
international standards.
The UTS Animal Logic Academy is an award-winning
educational VFX studio and teaching facility. It offers
a Masters of Animation and Visualisation Program
and PhD research opportunities.

To find out more, contact:
• Investment NSW
Emma Stevens, Associate Director:
Emma.Stevens@investment.nsw.gov.au
• NSW Digital Games Rebate
www.screen.nsw.gov.au/funding/incentives/
nsw-digital-games-rebate

The NSW PDV rebate will not only allow
existing NSW-based companies to
further grow their businesses, but also
provide a platform for overseas studios
and investors to consider NSW as a
destination.
Roger Clarke, Managing Director, Koch Media

The NSW Government is working to develop
locations for new creative industries and tech
precincts.
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Queensland:
a thriving,
globally connected
creative games
development culture
Add Queensland’s games development pedigree with a
leading tax rebate and you’ve found a top destination for
games development.
Tapping into Queensland’s innovative, talent-rich ecosystems under a pro-business government gives
companies an unbeatable opportunity for success with a lifestyle that’s the envy of the world.

World-leading incentives
and capability
Queensland provides Australia’s most competitive
package of incentives for games development.
Studios establishing themselves in Queensland can
take advantage of both the 15% Screen Queensland
Digital Games Incentive, the most generous state
incentive in Australia, and the 30% Digital Games Tax
Offset. The Advance Queensland Screen Industry
10-Year Roadmap and Action Plan is Queensland’s
roadmap to becoming a globally recognised
commercial and creative leader in the screen and
games industry.
Queensland’s digital games industry is thriving,
creative, and globally connected. The state is home
to AAA studios and boasts a rapidly growing indie
studio ecosystem. Over 1,300 professionals now
work in the sector, and this number is growing by
7% per year. Growth in the sector is assured thanks
to Queensland being home to eight world-class
universities creating hundreds of game development
graduates a year. Griffith University offers degrees in
digital games and animation, along with an in-house
commercial production arm, LiveLab. Queensland
University of Technology has a $60 million Creative
Industries Precinct, boasting some of Australia’s
most sophisticated, high-tech digital facilities.

development and innovation. A 2021 Tech Council
of Australia report identified Queensland as the
fastest-growing region for tech jobs in Australia.
With one of Australia’s lowest-cost jurisdictions to
establish a business and most favourable payroll
tax rates, Queensland offers an ideal investment
environment. Queensland is also a leading global
hub for major film production, VFX and animation,
representing a deep skill base in creative industries.

Gameloft chose Brisbane because of
the unique talent available here and
because lifestyle matters. Developers
who live here are happy, motivated
and creative: that’s ideal for a
games studio.
Dylan Miklashek, Studio Manager, Gameloft

Incentives:
Screen Queensland’s 15% Digital Games Incentive
VALUE

APPLICATION

PROCESS

15% of eligible expenditure for a
two-year period.

Simple, streamlined application
process. Funds are paid during
the incentive period and not at
completion.

Applicants must provide budget
projections for the incentive
period, and creative documents
outlining the project. They
must also provide a milestone
production document.

The Queensland Treasury Investment Support Scheme (ISS)
VALUE
Payroll tax rebates are assessed
for a five-year period.
• up to 50% for projects based
in South East Queensland

APPLICATION
A staged application process
typically takes around 3–6
months. Applications
are allotted a dedicated
case manager.

PROCESS
An initial enquiry followed by
a detailed application. The
outcome of the assessment
will be considered by a
cross-agency group.

• up to 80% for projects
located outside of South
East Queensland.

Strong ecosystem
Some of the world’s most successful digital
games were developed in Queensland. Gameloft,
the world’s #1 developer of mobile games,
established its Australian studio in Queensland’s
capital city, Brisbane, producing Zombie Anarchy,
Ballistic Baseball, and most recently Oregon Trail.
Homegrown talent Halfbrick, creators of top 10
most downloaded mobile games Fruit Ninja, has its
head office in Brisbane. Snapchat’s global games
studio, Snap Studios, is also in Brisbane.
Screen Queensland is the Government’s lead agency
for the digital games and film industry, supporting
talent development through paid placement
programs and expanded seed funding for start-ups.
The state screen agency recently supported the
development of Witch Beam game Unpacking, which
won the 2022 EE Game of the Year at the BAFTA
Games Awards and the 2021 Australian Game of the
Year Awards (AGDA).
Queensland is home to a growing cluster of VR
capabilities with studios such as Emerge Worlds,
Toast VR – creators of Richie’s Plank Experience
and Halfbrick creating VR games. Richie’s Plank
Experience has continually featured in the top selling
VR experiences on Steam and is listed as

the Top 10 VR arcade experience worldwide.
The Queensland Government is also helping develop
local immersive technologies talent and support
through the Queensland XR Hub – an initiative aimed
at connecting local capability with international
industry, investors and leading VR/AR hardware
technologies across a range of industries.
Queensland’s diverse ecosystem includes the
presence of globally connected companies in visual
effects, animation and IT.

To find out more, contact:
• Screen Queensland
Jed Dawson, Games and SQHub Director:
jdawson@screenqld.com.au
• Trade and Investment Queensland
Sean Bohannon, Principal Trade and
Investment Officer – Innovation and
Technology: Sean.Bohannon@tiq.qld.gov.au
• Trade and Investment Queensland (Europe)
Dave Stewart, Agent-General for
Queensland: Dave.Stewart@tiq.qld.gov.au

Queensland’s booming tech industry further
enhances the state’s capability for games
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South Australia:
world-class content,
world-class lifestyle
South Australia provides a rich ecosystem of games-related
skills and world-class talent.
This means the state caters to the full production needs of the video game industry. With a handsome tax
incentive, a fun, affordable lifestyle, and a maturing home-grown industry, our state is a proven incubator for
new studios.

A natural home for
digital games companies
South Australia was the first state in Australia to
offer a tax offset for the video game industry.
With significant investment in digital infrastructure,
South Australia has become a preferred location for
progressive game developers.
The community of flourishing studios in and around
Adelaide spans international, independent and
established mid-sized companies. These studios
develop their own IP and deliver projects to national
and international clients.

Our technical talent has a proven history of
contributing to international releases in the games
and film industries. This talent pool continues to
grow with a healthy influx of new talent from five
highly regarded universities.
Businesses such as Google and Amazon Web
Services have set up in South Australia, along
with special effects studios such as MPC and
Rising Sun Pictures. This is partly because our
digital infrastructure is superb. We have some of
the world’s fastest commercial bandwidth, which
delivers reliable, low-latency connectivity.

Incentives:
The South Australian Video Game Development (VGD) Rebate
VALUE
This is a 10% rebate on video
game development projects
valued above A$250,000.

APPLICATION
Applications can be made
throughout the year at regular
intervals. Applicants should
apply when the schedule for
the game is relatively certain
and where funding for the
costs of development have
been confirmed.

Australia is home to two of the world’s leading AI and
data analytics capabilities: the Australian Institute
for Machine Learning (AIML) and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) big data Living Lab.

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit’s 2021 report.
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The South Australia VGD
Rebate will apply for projects
with eligible expenditure
incurred between 1 July 2020
and 30 June 2023.

In addition, the South Australian Landing Pad supports companies looking to make their first investment in the
Asia-Pacific region, Australia or South Australia, through grants of up to A$100,000 over 12 months.

The tech ecosystem

South Australia’s
capital city,
Adelaide, has been
recognised as
Australia’s most
liveable city and
the third most
liveable city in the
world.

PROCESS

South Australia also offers internationally
recognised visual effects capabilities and leading
research in virtual and augmented realities.

[The rebate for games] is making
South Australia an attractive
destination for games investment
and growth, which will provide many
of the highly skilled jobs of the future
for our state… this incentive is quite
literally a game-changer for the game
development industry in Australia.
Phillip Mayes, CEO, Mighty Kingdom

New studios can tap into a deep talent pool and
enjoy Australia’s highest staff retention rates.
Our studios include Bungie, Flying Bark, Playside
Studios, Deviant Games, id Software, mixed in with
homegrown studios such as Mighty Kingdom, Team
Cherry and CDW Animation.

The South Australian Government
made connections for us across the
entire VFX ecosystem to ensure our
success in the state. They made it
an easy decision to come to South
Australia and I think it will become
a global VFX destination once the
secret gets out.
Iain Fynes-Clinton, Country Manager, Technicolor

To find out more, contact:
• Department for Trade and Investment
Claudia Watson, Business Development
Manager, Creative Industries:
Claudia.Watson@sa.gov.au
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Incentives: Victorian Production Fund

Victoria:

The Victorian Production Fund supports local digital game-development companies. The program funds all phases
of games development, including pre-production, production, post-production and release. It supports multiple
formats, including PC, consoles, mobile, virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) or extended reality (XR).

take your game
global in Melbourne
Melbourne, Victoria, is one
of Australia’s top games
development locations.

A digital games hub

VALUE
APPLICATION

PROCESS

Up to A$300,000 per stage and up to A$500,000 per project. Equity remains
with the company or individual.
Applications can be received at any time.
Applicants must be an Australian individual or company and may be either a
Victorian company or Victorian resident. Applications must provide an application
form and a mix of creative and production materials. Further information is
available at: https://vicscreen.vic.gov.au/funding/games/#vpf-games

It is also the perfect city to create games with
global commercial appeal. The city has a distinctive
games ecosystem, with an amazing concentration of
creative and technical talent.

Melbourne first emerged as a vibrant digital games
hub in the 1990s. Since then, the city has become
a global games industry player. Today, it hosts 57%
of Australia’s games workforce and 170 studios.
It includes specialist game design institutions,
innovation hubs, and an internationally recognised
games community.

Victoria’s stellar games
record

Local companies have niche skills in animation, visual
effects, virtual production, and sound and music
development. These highly skilled creators deliver
world-class outputs for film, TV and digital games.

Melbourne has a reputation as a leading global
games creation hub. Our businesses have access to
outstanding talent, and this makes us a magnet for
the world’s best and most innovative developers
and studios.

Our thriving creative arts community is a key asset.
It includes writers, artists and screen production
facilities. This creative community gives game
development studios direct access to rich sources of
talent for outstanding video game production.

Our track record speaks for itself. Melbourne-based
games studios have created global hits such as
Crossy Road, Flight Control, Armello, The Gardens
Between, Moving Out, Frog Detective, Hot Lap League,
Heavenly Bodies, Dap and The Forgotten City.

An ambitious,
enterprising culture

Victoria’s local
ecosystem

Victoria’s innate entrepreneurialism means there is
strong collaboration between sectors. Key facilities
include:

Home to more experienced and qualified games
designers than any other city in Australia,
Melbourne’s games industry is already international.
Overseas sales generate approximately 87%
of revenue for local studios. Investment is also
increasing, with international investors taking a
growing interest in local programming, analytics and
creative industries.

Melbourne-made global sensation Untitled Goose
Game won a suite of major international awards,
including the 2020 BAFTA Award for Best Family
Game and 2020 DICE Game of the Year for
developers House House.

• Games-related technical skills. These include 3D
modelling, interactive motion tracking, animation,
special effects and storytelling.
• Gamification in edtech and training. Local
companies work with clients in education, health
and medicine.
• Multinational collaboration. Placed between US
and European time zones, Melbourne games
developers support 24-hour games development
cycles.
• Publishing houses. Melbourne’s publishing
houses help indie studios go global with
blockbuster games.

Victorian Screen Incentive
Victorian Screen Incentive (VSI) grants are state-based incentives. They are applicable to projects in multiple
sectors and for multiple activities. These include film, TV, games, animation, visual effects and post-production.

VALUE

APPLICATION

PROCESS

Grants are available for up to 10% of studios’ ‘qualifying Victorian expenditure’
(QVE). This is payable upon project completion. Grants can be combined
with the Digital Games Tax Offset of 30%.
Applications can be received at any time.
To qualify, studios must spend a minimum of A$500,000 on game development in
Victoria. Applications must be approved by VicScreen prior to commencing work.
Projects must be fully financed and have genuine marketplace interest.

Victorian games companies continue to
demonstrate strength across all areas
– internationally recognised IP, creative
and technical work, artistic endeavours
– and Melbourne has consistently been a
hub for international companies looking
to engage talented local developers to
execute large-scale projects.
Blake Mizzi, Director and Co-founder, League of Geeks
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Melbourne hosts multiple digital games events:
• Melbourne International Games Week (MIGW)
is Australia’s flagship digital games event. It is also
Asia Pacific’s largest digital games celebration.
• The Game Connect Asia Pacific (GCAP)
conference and Australian Game Developer
Awards. This is held annually during Games Week.
• Penny Arcade Expo (PAX) is the largest
digital games consumer event in the Southern
Hemisphere and the only PAX outside of the US.
• DreamHack Melbourne is an immersive games
experience featuring professional esports and
games tournaments.
• Freeplay is the world’s longest-running
independent games festival.

To find out more, contact:
• Invest Victoria
www.invest.vic.gov.au/all-offices
• VicScreen
Joe Brinkmann, Head of Incentives & Production
Support: joe.brinkmann@vicscreen.vic.gov.au
and Paul Callaghan, Head of Games and
Interactive: paul.callaghan@vicscreen.vic.gov.au
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Western Australia:
g’day from WA
Western Australia has one of the country’s strongest regional
economies — and it continues to grow.
Our reliability, innovation and expertise has given us a global reputation for quality and self-reliance. With rich
culture, unique biodiversity and a temperate climate, Western Australia is an incredible place to visit and live.

The big picture

Gaming in WA

Western Australia is close to Asia with a favourable
time zone for international collaboration. We are
home to a highly skilled workforce, flourishing
creative industries, and outstanding research and
education institutions.

The Western Australian Government wants to
diversify the local economy and has identified
gaming technologies as a contributor to this
process. The foundations are solid. For example,
Virtual Gaming Worlds (VGW) has a large facility in
Perth and up to 200 staff.

Our big industries help to power niche skills in
gaming technologies. For example, several large
mining companies have their own internal VR
development labs, including Rio Tinto and BHP.
We also host contractor businesses such as Sentient
Computing and Immersive IT that cater specifically
to the mining sector.

Our games studios work closely with the local screen
industry. Production teams are using game engine
Unreal on projects, including the ABC’s Itch filmed in
Western Australia by Komixx Entertainment.
Meanwhile, education institutions help fulfill demand
for games-related skills. Western Australia has a
significant number of graduates in game design
and related disciplines. Currently these graduates
find employment within the resources, business
application and defence sectors.

Incentives: Innovation Booster Grant (IBG)
The New Industries Fund is a A$16.7 million initiative to support and accelerate new and emerging businesses to
create local jobs over four years. It is administered by the Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation.
One of its grants is the Innovation Booster Grant (IBG).

VALUE
The IBG provides funds of up to
A$20,000 to eligible startups
and small businesses that are
based in WA.
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APPLICATION
Recipients will need to provide
a net cash co-contribution at a
rate of at least 20:80 applicantto-state government funding.
Multiple categories of business
activity are eligible, including
research and development;
product development;
technology transfer and
intellectual property; and
commercialisation support
services.

A Guide to the Australian Games Industry

PROCESS
The IBG is a competitive
funding grant. For the latest
updates, information regarding
the 2023 round and other
funding opportunities, contact:
innovationbooster@jtsi.wa.gov.au

Local ecosystem
Western Australia is already an incubator of games
development skills. Many of our tertiary education
institutions offer games development training
and skills, including Murdoch University, Curtin
University, Edith Cowan University, SAE Perth, North
Metropolitan TAFE and South Metropolitan TAFE.
Gaming bodies in Western Australia include Immerse
Australia, Let’s Make Games, Playup Perth and COOP, Murdoch University’s games development club.

To find out more, contact:
• Screenwest
Tenille Kennedy:
tenille.kennedy@screenwest.com.au
• The Western Australia Department of
Jobs, Tourism and Science and Innovation
www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-ofjobs-tourism-science-and-innovation

WA is a great place to develop video games, due to the high standard of living,
highly educated workforce, and a can-do attitude that results in world-class games.
Paul Turbett, Founder & Head of Studio, Black Lab Games
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LET’S MAKE GREAT
GAMES TOGETHER!

CROSSY ROAD

CROSSY ROAD CASTLE

PIFFLE

Hipster Whale is an independent studio located in the
heart of Melbourne, Australia. We've been making
waves with award-winning games enjoyed by
hundreds of millions of players all over the globe!
Flexibility

Support

Growth

We recognise
everyone has
different needs
and we don't all
work best the
same way!

We get that
you have a life
outside of work
too, and we
strive to support
that balance.

We want to
help you reach
your career
goals and
learn as much
as you can!

Find out more!

www.hipsterwhale.com

ADVERTISEMENT

Games Connect Asia Pacific (GCAP)

The Australian Game Developer

is Australia’s premier professional

Awards (AGDAs) are a national

development and networking event

event celebrating outstanding

for the game development industry.

games and individual achievements

GCAP caters to a range of disciplines

by Australian game developers.

and has grown and attracted an

This year, the AGDAs enter their

engaged audience and esteemed

20th year of celebrating, uplifting

speakers from around the world.

and encouraging local talent.

Join us in Melbourne
3-5 October 2022

Join us or tune in
Wed 5 October 2022
from 7.00pm AEDT

www.igea.net

|

www.gcap.com.au

|

www.agdas.com.au

